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Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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26 March 2020, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Artist Mansha Friedrich shows a crocheted respirator mask with exchangeable fabric inlays. If everyone wears face masks - will the smiles disappear from the streets? Not if Mansha Friedrich has his way. She gives away crocheted protective masks with sun motives or smiling faces. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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26 March 2020, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Artist Mansha Friedrich shows a crocheted respirator mask with exchangeable fabric inlays. When everyone wears face masks - will the smiles disappear from the streets? Not if Mansha Friedrich has his way. She gives away crocheted protective masks with sun motives or smiling faces. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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26 March 2020, Lower Saxony, Hanover: KOMBO - Artist Mansha Friedrich shows her crocheted respirator masks for the corona pandemic with exchangeable fabric inlays. When everyone is wearing face masks - will the smiles disappear from the streets? Not if the artist Mansha Friedrich has her way. She gives away crocheted protective masks with sun motifs or smiling faces. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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26 March 2020, Lower Saxony, Hanover: KOMBO - Artist Mansha Friedrich shows her crocheted respirator masks for the corona pandemic with exchangeable fabric inlays. When everyone is wearing face masks - will the smiles disappear from the streets? Not if the artist Mansha Friedrich has her way. She gives away crocheted protective masks with sun motifs or smiling faces. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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26 March 2020, Lower Saxony, Hanover: For the corona pandemic crocheted respirator with exchangeable fabric inlays. If everyone wears face masks - will the smiles disappear from the streets? Not if the artist Mansha Friedrich has her way. She gives away crocheted protective masks with sun motifs or smiling faces. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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26 March 2020, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Artist Mansha Friedrich shows a crocheted respirator mask with exchangeable fabric inlays. If everyone wears face masks - will the smiles disappear from the streets? Not if Mansha Friedrich has his way. She gives away crocheted protective masks with sun motives or smiling faces. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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26 March 2020, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Artist Mansha Friedrich shows a crocheted respirator mask with exchangeable fabric inlays. If everyone wears face masks - will the smiles disappear from the streets? Not if Mansha Friedrich has his way. She gives away crocheted protective masks with sun motives or smiling faces. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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26 March 2020, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Artist Mansha Friedrich shows a crocheted respirator mask with exchangeable fabric inlays. If everyone wears face masks - will the smiles disappear from the streets? Not if Mansha Friedrich has his way. She gives away crocheted protective masks with sun motives or smiling faces. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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26 March 2020, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Artist Mansha Friedrich shows a crocheted respirator mask with exchangeable fabric inlays. When everyone wears face masks - will the smiles disappear from the streets? Not if Mansha Friedrich has his way. She gives away crocheted protective masks with sun motives or smiling faces. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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26 March 2020, Lower Saxony, Hanover: Artist Mansha Friedrich shows a crocheted respirator mask with exchangeable fabric inlays. If everyone wears face masks - will the smiles disappear from the streets? Not if Mansha Friedrich has his way. She gives away crocheted protective masks with sun motives or smiling faces. Photo: Julian Stratenschulte/dpa
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Rostock: Needy people look at the things that have been deposited at a "gift fence" and on a bench in front of it for people in need. Photo: Bernd Wustneck/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Rostock: At a "gift fence" and on a bench in front of it there are donations for people in need. Photo: Bernd Wustneck/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Rostock: At a "gift fence" and on a bench in front of it there are donations for people in need. Photo: Bernd Wustneck/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Rostock: At a "gift fence" and on a bench in front of it there are donations for people in need. Photo: Bernd Wustneck/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Rostock: At a "gift fence" and on a bench in front of it there are donations for people in need. Photo: Bernd Wustneck/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Rostock: At a "gift fence" and on a bench in front of it there are donations for people in need. Photo: Bernd Wustneck/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Rostock: At a "gift fence" and on a bench in front of it there are donations for people in need. Photo: Bernd Wustneck/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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26 March 2020, Berlin: A long queue forms in front of a supermarket in the Reinickendorf district. In order to slow down the spread of the corona virus, the German government has further restricted public life considerably. Photo: Kay Nietfeld/dpa
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26 March 2020, Berlin: A long queue forms in front of a supermarket in the Reinickendorf district. In order to slow down the spread of the corona virus, the German government has further restricted public life considerably. Photo: Kay Nietfeld/dpa
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26 March 2020, Saxony, Schmilka: A full lock washer is standing on a road near the Czech border. The closing of the border between the Czech Republic and Germany for commuters by the Czech government did not initially cause any major traffic problems, according to police in Saxony. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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26 March 2020, Saxony-Anhalt, Jessen: Winegrower and fruit grower Frank Hanke is standing in his vineyard. Franke cultivates strawberries of the "Korona" variety, among others. Due to the high number of coronavirus-infected people, two districts of the town of Jessen (Elster) in Saxony-Anhalt have been under quarantine since the same day. Since 7.00 a.m. firefighters and police officers have been checking the access road. The quarantine has been announced until 10 April. About 8000 inhabitants are affected. Photo: Jan Woitas/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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26 March 2020, Saxony, Dresden: It is deserted on the departures level at Dresden International Airport. In order to contain the corona virus, Saxony is now banning all public gatherings of three or more people. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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26 March 2020, Saxony, Dresden: It is deserted on the departures level at Dresden International Airport. In order to contain the corona virus, Saxony is now banning all public gatherings of three or more people. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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26 March 2020, Saxony, Dresden: It is deserted on the departures level at Dresden International Airport. In order to contain the corona virus, Saxony is now banning all public gatherings of three or more people. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : paramedic  at Coronavirus Unit of CHU Hospital in Liege Credit : Benoit Doppagne / Pool / Isopix
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Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : paramedic  at Coronavirus Unit of CHU Hospital in Liege Credit : Benoit Doppagne / Pool / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : People enjoying the sun at their balcony during the Covid-19 epidemy with medical car Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : farmer  Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : farmer  Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : farmer  Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : farmer  Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : farmer  Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : People put messages to their windows to encourage healthcare personnel during the Covid-19 epidemy Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : People put messages to their windows to encourage healthcare personnel during the Covid-19 epidemy Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : People put messages to their windows to encourage healthcare personnel during the Covid-19 epidemy Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : People put messages to their windows to encourage healthcare personnel during the Covid-19 epidemy Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : People put messages to their windows to encourage healthcare personnel during the Covid-19 epidemy Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : People put messages to their windows to encourage healthcare personnel during the Covid-19 epidemy Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : People enjoying the sun at their balcony during the Covid-19 epidemy with medical car Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Liege , 24/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Empty Liege Airport Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Liege , 24/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Empty Liege Airport Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Liege , 24/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Empty Liege Airport Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Neu-Moresnet , 24/03/2020 Minister of the Interior Affairs, Pieter De Crem, makes a working visit to La Calamine where he observes border control work due to the Corona Virus - COVID-19 . Pix :  man with a mouth mask on a bike Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Neu-Moresnet , 24/03/2020 Minister of the Interior Affairs, Pieter De Crem, makes a working visit to La Calamine where he observes border control work due to the Corona Virus - COVID-19 . Pix :  . Luc Frank / Pieter De Crem /  Oliver Paasch Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Liege , 24/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Empty street in Liege Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Liege , 24/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Line for a pharmacy in Liege Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Liege , 24/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Empty street in Liege Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man disinfecting the cart Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : In bioshop the client must disinfect the hands when entering the store Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : In bioshop the client must disinfect the hands when entering the store Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man disinfecting the cart Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 25/03/2020 Illustration of the Corona Virus - COVID-19 epidemic and the effects of it on the day tot day life . Pix : Man doing his shopping with gloves Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 23/03/2020 Illustration cheap fuel prices . Pix : Illustration gas Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 23/03/2020 Illustration cheap fuel prices . Pix : Illustration Diesel Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 23/03/2020 Illustration cheap fuel prices . Pix : Illustration diesel Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 23/03/2020 Illustration cheap fuel prices . Pix : Illustration gas Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 23/03/2020 Illustration cheap fuel prices . Pix : Illustration gas Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 23/03/2020 Illustration cheap fuel prices . Pix : Illustration gas Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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Brussels , 23/03/2020 Illustration cheap fuel prices . Pix : Illustration diesel Credit : Daina Le Lardic / Isopix
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rays of large empty survivors  ? Oivier Polet
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rays of large empty survivors  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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Illustration picture shows a police beaten at the Parc du Cinquantenaire in BrusselsTuesday 24 March 2020. From March 18th, new measures are taken to avoid the spread of the Covid-19. There are 3743 persons infected in Belgium, so far. Since yesterday, it is forbidden to walk or play on the lawn, the parc is open but only to use pathway.  ? Oivier Polet
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